
CONTROL SYSTEM [L8, LF]
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ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION (APP) SENSOR FUNCTION [L8, LF]
id0140i7174700

Detects how much the accelerator pedal is depressed.
End Of Sie
ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION (APP) SENSOR CONSTRUCTION/OPERATION [L8, LF]

id0140i7174800

Installed on the accelerator pedal.
The Hall element design has been adopted on the 
sensor.
A non contact type sensor has been adopted to 
improve durability.
The APP sensor is composed of the main sensor 
and sub sensor, and detects the accelerator 
opening angle with these two sensors (main and 
sub).
The main sensor output a duty signal, and the sub 
sensor output a voltage signal.
Even if a malfunction occurs in either one of the 
sensors, the detection is performed with a normal 
sensor drive-by-wire control is maintained.
If both the main and sub sensors for the APP 
sensor malfunction, signals necessary for the drive-by-wire control are not input to the PCM and the drive-by-
wire control is disabled.
However, even though the drive-by-wire control is 
disabled, the throttle valve opening angle 
necessary for minimum driving is maintained 
mechanically.

End Of Sie

CRANKSHAFT POSITION (CKP) SENSOR FUNCTION [L8, LF]
id0140i7104700

Detects the pulse wheel rotation pulse as the engine crank angle signal.
End Of Sie
CRANKSHAFT POSITION (CKP) SENSOR CONSTRUCTION/OPERATION [L8, LF]

id0140i7104800

Installed on the engine front cover. 
The crankshaft position sensor pulse wheel has 30 projections with 10  of crank angle between the rising edge 
of each projection.
The crankshaft position sensor consists of a Hall element with a magnetic sensor, and a processing circuit that 
performs signal amplification and identification.
The projections on the plate installed to the crankshaft pulley cause a change in the magnetic flux when they 
pass near the magnetic sensor of the CKP sensor by the rotation of the crankshaft. The CKP sensor converts 
the change in magnetic flux to a digital waveform (rectangular waves) by the processing circuit. The PCM 
detects the engine speed and crankshaft position based on the crankshaft position waveforms.
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